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Active users of Twitter are often overwhelmed with the
vast amount of tweets. In this work we attempt to help
users browsing a large number of accumulated posts.
We propose a personalized word cloud generation as a
means for users’ navigation. Various user past activities
such as user published tweets, retweets, and seen but
not retweeted tweets are leveraged for enhanced personalization of word clouds. The best personalization
results are attained with user past retweets. However,
users’ own past tweets are not as useful as retweets for
personalization. Negative preferences derived from
seen but not retweeted tweets further enhance personalized word cloud generation. The ranking combination
method outperforms the preranking approach and provides a general framework for combined ranking of
various user past information for enhanced word cloud
generation. To better capture subtle differences of generated word clouds, we propose an evaluation of word
clouds with a mean average precision measure.

Introduction
The last decade saw a social media boom when several
services became widely popular and used by people all over
the world. Social media services such as Facebook, Twitter,
and Linkedin allow users to connect with their friends,
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colleagues, and other entities that are important and relevant
to their interests. Active users of Twitter are often overloaded with a vast amount of posts, referred to as tweets
(Bernstein et al., 2010). This overload is amplified when a
user follows many users who publish excessively on a daily
basis (e.g., news, politics, companies) (Douglis, 2009;
Grineva & Grinev, 2012; Guo, Goh, Ilangovan, Jiao, &
Yang, 2012; Hargittai, Neuman, & Curry, 2012). The work
of Qu and Liu (2011) reports that an average Twitter user
follows 80 users, leading to hundreds or even thousands of
tweets inundating the user daily. The problem is further
exacerbated if the user does not process the data in a timely
manner or follows too many entities (Douglis, 2009). Thus,
it is necessary to develop useful tools to help users efficiently sift through the accumulated tweets to quickly discover those that are worthy of note to the user.
To help all these users address this problem of information overload, several strategies have been proposed
(Grineva & Grinev, 2012), such as adaptive facet search
(Abel, Gao, Houben, & Tao, 2011) or interactive topic
browsing interface that combines facet search with word
cloud (Bernstein et al., 2010). The strategy of generating a
word cloud to help users navigate to the most interesting
tweets proposed in the work of Bernstein et al. (2010) is
particularly interesting, since a visualized word cloud is very
intuitive and easy for a user to employ for browsing the
tweets from those followed users; Bernstein et al. (2010)
showed that word clouds extended with the facet search can
enhance a user experience when browsing hundreds of user
tweets at once.
While much work has been done on generating tag clouds
(Leginus, Dolog, & Lage, 2013; Venetis, Koutrika, &
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Garcia-Molina, 2011), little work has been done to address
the problem of generating word clouds for Twitter users.
There have been studies about exploiting word clouds generated from Twitter data as a means for navigating and
summarizing a large collection of tweets for e-health surveilance purposes (Heaivilin, Gerbert, Page, & Gibbs, 2011;
Lage, Dolog, & Leginus, 2014a). Further, Finin et al. (2010)
exploit crowdsourcing services to perform user evaluation of
word clouds generated from tweets. However, it appears that
the only work directly addressing the problem of generating
word clouds for users from their timeline tweets to minimize
information overload is Bernstein et al. (2010). In that work,
the authors generated word clouds based solely on the accumulated tweets from the followed users that a user has to
process, and used statistical weighting to choose the most
promising words from such tweets to form a word cloud.
Such a “generic” strategy ignores much useful information
about the particular user (e.g., the tweets written by the user
or retweeted by the user), which intuitively contains important clues about user interests.
To address this limitation, in this paper we propose to
generate a more personalized word cloud by leveraging all
the personal information about a user to help generate a
word cloud that can better reflect a particular user’s interests
and preferences. We systematically study the usefulness of
three different types of past information about a user, including (a) the tweets written by the user, (b) the retweeted
tweets by the user, and (c) the tweets that the user did not
choose to retweet (i.e., “skipped” or “ignored” tweets, see
more details in Notations), in addition to the currently accumulated tweets from those followed users that the user must
process, and propose a general framework for combining all
such information to generate a word cloud for the user to
employ to navigate and retrieve the most relevant tweets.
Using this general framework, we systematically evaluate
multiple ways to leverage a user’s past information to generate a personalized word cloud. We evaluate the usefulness
of a word cloud by using the words in the cloud and their
weights as a query to rank all the candidate tweets, and
measuring the ranking accuracy by treating the retweeted
tweets by the user as “relevant tweets” (i.e., the target tweets
to show to the user). To the best of our knowledge, retweeted
tweets are the most realistic relevance indicators when no
other user relevance judgment data are available (Chen
et al., 2012). The retweet action indicates that the user has
carefully read the whole tweet and based on tweet relevance
decided to share it with his followers. Our results show
that (i) both the tweets written by the user and the retweets
of the user can be exploited to improve the quality of the
generated word clouds, suggesting that the proposed idea
of generating personalized word clouds works very well;
(ii) retweeted tweets of a user are more useful than the
tweets written by the user; (iii) the skipped (ignored) tweets
from the followed users are also useful for penalizing potentially distracting words when combined with the retweeted
tweets; and (iv) combining all the user information performs
the best.

The major contributions of this work are:
• We propose a new strategy for improving word cloud
generation for Twitter users by exploiting all the past user
information to generate more personalized word clouds,
which outperforms the state-of-the-art method (which is
nonpersonalized).
• We propose a general framework to effectively combine three
types of user information, that is, tweets written by a user,
tweets retweeted, and tweets ignored by the user, for generation of personalized word cloud, and systematically examine
the effectiveness of each type of user information.
• We propose a new way of evaluating word clouds quantitatively based on tweet ranking, which can reveal subtle differences of different word clouds.
• We evaluate the proposed methods and come up with the
following findings: (a) The retweeted tweets by users are
generally more useful than the tweets written by the user for
word cloud generation. (b) The ignored tweets can also be
exploited to further improve the quality of word clouds. (c) A
combination of all the user information yields the best results.

Related Work
User Modeling in Twitter
Similar to Bernstein et al. (2010), we consider a personalization of word clouds as an important step towards overcoming information overload and simplified retrieval of
relevant tweets. Abel, Gao, Houben, & Tao (2011) explored
the benefits of semantic and topic enrichment for user modeling in order to improve news recommendations on Twitter.
A traditional user profile represented as a bag-of-words is
extended with hashtags, detected topics, and recognized
entities. The authors report a significant improvement in
recommendations for user profiles that were extended with
detected entities. The limitation of this approach is dependence on external named entity recognition tools. Michelson
and Macskassy (2010) proposed detecting named entities for
improved user modeling to minimize a vocabulary gap
between user profiles and tweets for recommendations. The
study leverages an external Wikipedia repository for
enhanced named entity disambiguation. The method allows
the extraction of high-level categories from the retrieved
taxonomy. These high-level categories represent user interests. Our work differs from Abel et al. (2011) and Michelson
and Macskassy (2010) in the following way: we generate
model user preferences not only with the positive preferences but also read but not retweeted tweets as negative
feedback, which provides more accurate modeling of user
preferences. These ignored tweets are presented to the user
before or after the retweeted tweets in the user timeline,
which ensures that the user has skimmed through them but
found them irrelevant.
Another direction for personalized information retrieval is
the exploitation of other user preferences—an application of
the collaborative filtering method to better recommend relevant tweets for end users. Chen et al. (2012) proposed a
collaborative recommendation of tweets that is motivated by
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the assumption that those users who retweeted similar tweets
in the past are very likely to retweet similar statuses in the
future. Yu, Shen, and Xie (2013) exploit other users’ preferences to recommend relevant tweets for a given user. The
most similar users are selected according to the calculated
latent topic modeling similarity and connection-based similarity with respect to a given user. That direction is not the
focus of this work, but the proposed content-based personalization methods could be combined into hybrid personalization systems incorporating content-based preferences of a
specific user and collaborative interests of similar users.
Lage, Durao, and Dolog (2012) explore group-based, multicriteria recommendation on microbloging services where
individual user preferences are extracted from user activities
and linked content is aggregated together with the preferences of other users in the group of followers exploiting
different group preference aggregation strategies. In order to
sufficiently model group preferences when only a limited
number of group members’ past actions is available, the
proposed negative implicit feedback-based methods from
this study could be applied to enhance the quality of recommendations.
We utilize Twitter users’ past actions to enhance the
quality of generated word clouds. Most of the content-based
recommendation systems (Abel et al., 2011; Chen, Nairn,
Nelson, Bernstein, & Chi, 2010) utilize the content of user
retweets and user self-created tweets. Indeed, these user
actions are useful for improving the quality of personalization algorithms for the Twitter platform. In our work, we
analyze which of these past user actions, that is, user retweets
and user self-created tweets, is the most useful source of user
preferences for enhanced word cloud generation, which is a
different goal from what has been studied in existing works.
We assume that the user creates and retweets content that is
relevant with respect to his interests and preferences. In other
words, we consider these user actions as positive relevance
feedback on Twitter messages. We also address the novel
question of whether it is possible to derive a user negative
relevance feedback to enhance the personalization process.
Many studies from information retrieval research have
focused on utilizing implicit user feedback in order to
enhance the quality of a web search. The advantage of
implicit feedback is that users do not have to make any
additional effort (Shen, Tan, & Zhai, 2005) to indicate a
document’s relevance. Usually, information retrieval systems
exploit user clickthrough data, previous queries, and reading
information reading activities of the user. The benefit of this
approach is that enhanced accuracy of information retrieval
systems as implicit relevance feedback enables better understanding of user information needs (Shen et al., 2005). Our
work can be regarded as a novel way of incorporating implicit
feedback for word cloud generation from tweets.
Word Cloud Generation
Bernstein et al. (2010) tackle an information overload
problem in Twitter. The authors propose clustering

semantically similar tweets such that each aggregated
cluster of tweets represents a certain topic. Topic modeling
on top of individual tweets fails to provide meaningful topic
terms because often terms associated with words in a tweet
are recognized as topic terms. Thus, the authors exploit an
external search engine for enhanced topic modeling and
consequent semantic annotation of tweets. The most frequent topics are presented through facet search in combination with a word cloud interface. Participants in the user
evaluation agreed about the benefits of this browsing interface. Users reported the following benefits: quick to scan,
easy to browse, enjoyable, less tedious and overwhelming
than a chronological timeline. The only reported drawback
of the interface is the uncertainty of users as to whether they
explored all available tweets. User preferences are derived
from user past tweets and represented with term frequencies
forming a bag-of-words-based profile. The relevant tweets
matching the user profile are presented in the system dashboard. However, the structure of a word cloud or a facet
search is not adapted with respect to the user profile. In
addition, a user profile is derived only from a user’s past
tweets, which represent user positive preferences without
consideration of user past retweets and irrelevant tweets.
Similarly, Abel, Celik, Houben, and Siehndel (2011)
address the inconvenience of retrieval of a vast number of
user timeline tweets. Abel et al. (2011) propose an adaptive
faceted search to simplify the retrieval of user-relevant
tweets. Adaptation is based on the user profile extracted
from one’s own published tweets and extended with time
context, that is, publishing time of the user. Facet extraction
is enhanced with semantic enrichment of tweets such that
recognized entities from tweets and external websites linked
from original tweets are exploited. Our work differs from
Abel et al. (2011) and Bernstein et al. (2010), since we leverage additional user past actions as user past retweets and, in
particular, user negative relevance feedback derived from
seen but not retweeted tweets.
Personalized Word Clouds
The aim of this work is to analyze and identify possible
approaches for enhanced personalization of word clouds
given user past actions. Word cloud generation should reflect
user preferences and interests such that a user can retrieve
relevant tweets through a generated word cloud more easily
without being overwhelmed.
Bernstein et al. (2010) tackled the problem of information overload on Twitter with the interactive topic browsing
interface where the word cloud is the main component of
this tool. Their approach simply presents the most popular
topics from the user timeline tweets and does not consider
user preferences or interests. Topics are generated from
search engine results that match a given tweet. Thus, a word
cloud indicates social activities of users that a given user
follows. The limitation of this popularity-based word cloud
generation is that users might not be able to retrieve tweets
that are relevant with respect to their interests. The goal of
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this study is to analyze whether personalized word cloud
generation might improve retrieval of user-relevant tweets
over this standard popularity or importance-based word
cloud generation. If yes, what are the best ways of leveraging user past actions to model user preferences? How to
incorporate user interests into personalized word cloud generation? What is the optimal way to quantitatively evaluate
the quality of word clouds? To analyze and answer these
questions, let us first introduce basic notations and then
define a personalized word cloud generation.
Notations
The set of tweets published by a user U is denoted as Utw,
the set of retweeted tweets is Uretw. Seen but not retweeted
tweets that occur within k positions before or after a
retweeted tweet from Uretw belong to set UN. We assume that
tweets from the set UN are irrelevant for the given user U. All
tweets from sets Utw, Uretw, UN are published during a period
tm0 − tm1. For the sake of simplicity, a set of user past
actions tweets, denoted UP, can represent either Utw, Uretw, or
Utw. The set of timeline tweets of user U is denoted as Utml
and these tweets are published between a period tm1 and tm2
where tm0 < tm1 < tm2. All user past actions UP were performed before tm1, that is, from tm0 to tm1.
Task Definition
Given the timeline tweets Utml of user U, our task is to
select the most relevant top-k terms such that the selected
terms are relevant and link to relevant tweets in Utml, which
were published between tm1 and tm2 by the Twitter users that
user U follows. To adapt word cloud generation towards user
preferences and interests, the following user past actions and
corresponding tweets are exploited:
• Utw—set of tweets published by user U
• Uretw—set of tweets retweeted by user U
• UN—set of tweets seen but not retweeted by user U

We focus on personalization purely based on user preferences derived from user past performed actions (between
tm0 and tm1) such as: publishing personal statuses, retweeting relevant tweets of users she/he follows, and reading
information of the user. Please note that tm0 < tm1 < tm2,
hence word clouds are generated only from tweets published
between tm1 and tm2 excluding tweets published before tm1,
that is, from which a user profile is derived.
Research Questions
To better understand and analyze the problem of personalized word cloud generation with respect to user preferences, we pose the following questions:
R1: Does personalized word cloud generation improve the retrieval
of user relevant tweets?

R2: Which user preferences derived from Utw, Uretw or combined
preferences (Utw+retw) enhance the quality of the word cloud the
most?
R3: Does implicit relevant feedback derived from seen but not
retweeted tweets UN enhance personalized word cloud generation?
If yes, what is the best way to incorporate these user past actions?

Graph-Based Word Cloud Generation
To incorporate user preferences derived from past user
actions for adapted word cloud generation, we utilize graphbased ranking. These methods are capable of incorporating
user preferences and consequently bias word cloud generation. In our previous work (Leginus et al., 2013), we showed
the benefits of leveraging graph-based methods for more
relevant tag cloud generation from folksonomy data. Similarly, several studies prove the advantages of using graphbased methods for keyword or sentence extraction from text
data (Bellaachia & Al-Dhelaan, 2012; Inouye & Kalita,
2011; Mihalcea & Tarau, 2004; Wu, Zhang, & Ostendorf,
2010). The advantage of this work is the possibility of incorporating the findings into any graph random-walk based
summarization method for Twitter data.
Graph creation. In order to perform a graph-based ranking
of words, we extract terms from the underlying tweets. We
consider each term as a graph vertex. If two vertices
co-occur at least α times, we consider these two terms
similar. Eventually, for each similar word pair, two directed
edges are generated, t1 → t2 and t2 → t1.
Graph-based ranking. To rank the relevance of terms with
respect to user preferences, we utilize graph-based ranking
that simulates a stochastic process, that is, random traversal
of the terms in the graph. In this work we exploit the topicsensitive PageRank algorithm (Haveliwala, 2003), but any
other algorithm based on random traversal of the graph such
as HITS,k-step Markov Chain and others can be employed
(Leginus et al., 2013; White & Smyth, 2003).
The aim is to estimate the importance of a term t with
respect to user preferences. To bias ranking towards user
preferences, a vector of prior probabilities pu p is defined.
For not personalized graph-based ranking, we set each entry
1
in pu p = {p1 … p V } to
where V is the set of all graph
V
vertices. The sum of prior probabilities in pu p equals 1. A
random restart of stochastic traversal of the graph is assured
with a back probability β, which determines how often a
random traversal restarts and jumps back to user-preferred
terms that represent user preferences. Therefore, the β
parameter allows one to adjust the bias towards user preferences or towards the vertices that are globally relevant in the
underlying graph.
To simulate random traversal of the graph, iterative stationary probability is defined as:

⎛ din ( v )
⎞
π (v)(i +1) = (1 − β ) ⎜ ∑ p(v | u)π (i ) (u)⎟ + β pu p
⎝ u=1
⎠
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where π(v)(i+1) is a probability of visiting node v at time i + 1,
din(v) is set of all incoming edges to node v, and p(v|u) is a
transition probability of jumping from node u to node v. In
1
this work a transition probability is set to p(v | u) =
for
dout (u )
nodes v that have an ingoing edge from node u, otherwise
p(v|u) equals 0.
The resulting rank of term t biased towards user preferences after convergence is considered as relevance of
t, that is;

Convergence
The described graph creation ensures that no dangling
nodes are introduced into the graph. The prior vector pu p in
both cases (personalized and not personalized forms) consists of nonnegative elements whose L1 norm is 1; therefore,
a graph-based ranking always converges to the same unique
stationary distribution (Haveliwala & Kamvar, 2003). Thus,
whenever we generate a word cloud with a certain prior
vector on top of the same set of tweets, the word cloud will
be always the same for the given prior vector.

I (t | u p ) = π (t )
Encoding user information. We incorporate user preferences and interests to adapt word cloud generation through
setting prior probabilities vector pu p . Based on the given
source of user past actions, we analyze the content of past user
published tweets Utw, past retweets Uretw, and past “ignored”
tweets UN to derive user preferences. In order to not propagate
common and not very discriminative words, we compute the
term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) score for
each term occurring within the tweets of the user past actions.
Due to a short length of tweets, we exploit a hybrid TF-IDF
scoring as introduced in Inouye and Kalita (2011).

TF − IDFti = tfti,U P ∗ log2

N
dfi

(1)

where tfti,U P represents term frequency of a term ti within
user past actions tweets UP and N represents the number of
all tweets from user past actions tweets, and dfti is the
number of tweets from user past actions tweets that contain
term ti. This scoring computes term frequency within all
tweets of user past actions UP, which are considerd one
document. Document frequency is counted in the standard
way such that each tweet is considered as a distinct
document.
Calculated tf-idf scores are then leveraged for prior
vector pu p creation such that each term that has occurred in
user past action tweets UP and occurs in the tweets from
timeline Utml is represented with the normalized computed
tf-idf score. The original tf-idf scores are normalized with
the sum of all tf-idf scores such that prior vector entries sum
to 1. When a term does not occur within the user past action
tweets UP but occurs only in tweets from the user timeline
Utml, we set a corresponding entry in pu p to 0.
The advantage of graph-based ranking methods is that
even when user preferences are not sufficiently defined, that
is, a cold start problem, or the tweets from the user timeline
Utml are semantically different from the user past action
tweets UP, the method will promote globally important
terms from the user timeline Utml, that is, user U will be able
to explore globally important terms from the underlying
tweets. The random traversal of the graph ensures that from
a few terms that represent user preferences other globally
important terms, nodes, can be traversed and consequently
highly ranked.

Implicit Feedback
To maximize benefits of available user past actions, we
propose a general framework which combines user positive
preferences derived either from user past tweets Utw or from
user past retweets Uretw with user negative preferences UN
and in such a way that enhances the personalization of word
clouds. We design two different methods for incorporating
negative user preferences into graph-based word cloud generation methods. The first is based on modyfing prior probabilities vector pu p with the approach similar to the Rocchio
model. The second method performs reranking of the top-k
terms to penalize irrelevant terms from read but notretweeted tweets UN.
Preranking combination (PRC). Prior probability vector
pu p in PageRank enables the bias ranking of terms towards
user preferences. To incorporate user negative preferences,
we propose to leverage the Rocchio algorithm. The motivation is to bias ranking of words towards salient words from
user relevant tweets UP which are not occurring within irrelevant tweets UN. We calculate prior probability w(ti) for each
term ti ∈ W in the following way:

⎧ s( t i )
⎪
w(ti ) = ⎨ ∑ t j ∈W s(t j )
⎪
⎩0

s( t i ) > 0
s( t i ) < 0

where W is a set of all terms extracted from Utml. Scoring
function s(ti) is defined as:

⎛ 1
s( t i ) = ⎜
⎝ UP

γ
−
UN

∑

tf (ti, tw j ) ⋅ λtw j

tw j ∈U P

∑

twk ∈U N

⎞
tf (ti, twk ) ⋅ μtwk ⎟ ⋅ idf (ti )
⎠

(2)

where tf (ti, twj) is term frequency of ti in tweet twj. s(ti)
can then be normalized into probabilities, which will
be used to set pu p , thus injecting the “feedback bias” into
PageRank.
Parameter γ determines the extent to which the terms
from irrelevant tweets are penalized. The higher value
causes terms occurring in both sets to be suppressed and
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only words occurring within relevant tweets are amplified
and propagated to the graph-based word cloud generation.
Weights μtwk , λtw j allow promoting certain tweets in either
relevant tweets or irrelevant tweets sets and consequently
influence word cloud generation.
Possible usage scenarios of weighting terms frequencies
with weights μtwk , λtw j could be:
• Confidence about seen but ignored tweets—the more certain
it is that a given tweet has been seen but ignored, the more this
information should be exploited. Conversely, when the system
is not certain whether a given tweet has been read the weight
might be smaller. Confidence whether a user has read a certain
tweet could be defined as a ratio of passed time before or after
a specific user retweet action. Alternatively, a rank distance
(tweets have to be presented in chronological order) between
a retweeted tweet and a certain tweet could capture the confidence of reading a given tweet.
• Time—if a certain user tends to change user preferences and
interests often, then more recent relevant tweets should be
weighted higher.
• Similarity—when user past retweets or one’s own published
tweets are available it is possible to calculate a similarity
between considered negative tweets and user past relevant
tweets. Tweets more similar to user past tweets are more
likely to be relevant and thus they should be weighted less in
penalizing part of the algorithm.
• Relevance feedback—generate personalized word clouds
with respect to user preferences, retrieve relevant tweets that
match a word cloud query. Top k retrieved tweets can be used
for measurement of a tweet’s similarity with irrelevant past
tweets or relevant past tweets.

Ranking combination (RC). Once graph-based ranking is
performed, we penalize important terms from the irrelevant
tweets UN. We class irrelevant tweets as those presented in
the user U timeline above or below a retweet action of a user
U. We compute graph-based ranking with negative preferences pnegPref. The negative prior probabilities vector pnegPref
is derived from UN tweets and it is encoded similarly as
detailed in the earlier subsection, Encoding user information. The final ranking score for each term ti ∈ W is computed in the following way:

finalScore(ti ) = α ∗ I (ti | ppref ) − (1 − α ) ∗ I (ti | pnegPref )
where I(ti|ppref) is a PageRank score of term ti biased towards
ppref and similarly I(ti|pnegPref) a PageRank score biased with
respect to the negative preferences calculated from all the
tweets that were read but not retweeted by the user UN.
The aim of this method is to prefer terms relevant with
respect to user preferences and at the same time terms
should not be relevant within tweets read but not retweeted
by the user.
Possible Applications
The proposed approach of word cloud personalization
has multiple applications. The first is a visualization of user

relevant keywords from the underlying tweets matching user
preferences. The personalized word cloud enables a user to
browse tweets, obtain an understanding of underlying tweets
collection, as well as discover new interesting and relevant
keywords that might be further exploited for keyword
searches. Personalized word clouds are mainly intended for
user homeline tweets browsing (Bernstein et al., 2010).
Second, the approach of word cloud personalization could
be easily applied when browsing and exploring a large collection of tweets (Lage et al., 2014a; O’Connor, Krieger, &
Ahn, 2010).
Experimental Results
Evaluation Methods
We evaluate the proposed methods with the same Twitter
data set as in Lage, Dolog, and Leginus (2014b), which was
harvested during a period from September 17 to October 16,
2011. We reconstruct for each user U a timeline consisting of
the tweets from users he/she follows. Tweets that were
retweeted by a user U are considered relevant ones and thus
utilized for the evaluation of word cloud generation.
This Boolean relevance indicator provides a rough
insight about the user’s interest about the retweeted tweet.
However, the lack of retweets does not necessarily reflect
that tweets are not relevant for the user.
This is a known challenge when evaluating personalized
Twitter services and no additional user relevance judgment
data are available (Chen et al., 2012).
We designed the evaluation procedure as follows:
1. Group the tweets from a user U’s home timeline, that is,
tweets published by the users she/he follows from a predefined time window. In this evaluation, we aggregated
published tweets according to the week in which they
were published. Think of this as a user U logging into
Twitter once a week.
2. For each user U’s week timeline tweets, we generated a
personalized word cloud with 10, 15, or 20 terms. User
preferences are derived from the user’s past actions (set of
tweets published by user U, tweets retweeted by user U,
and tweets seen but not retweeted by user U) that were
performed before the given week. Thus, word clouds are
generated from user U’s week timeline tweets excluding any user past actions related tweets. User U’s
retweets for the given week are treated as test data.
3. For each personalized word cloud we measure mean
average precision and relevance where relevant tweets are
those that were retweeted by user U during the given week.

We filter user week timelines such that each user timeline
for a given week contains more than 1,000 tweets from other
users to sufficiently simulate information overload (please
see the discussion about information overload impact on the
word cloud personalization in Levels of Information Overload). We only consider user U’s week timelines with at
least 20 retweets of user U to measure an effect of personalization methods. At the same time, a user U has to have at
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least 20 retweets before a given week to derive user preferences. The final evaluation set contains 143 different week
timelines for 107 distinct users.
The evaluation framework was implemented in Java and
the source code can be downloaded from the main author’s
personal website.1
Evaluation Metrics
In this study, we measure the relevance of generated word
clouds as done in the existing work (Leginus et al., 2013;
Venetis et al., 2011). Further, we propose a new way of
measuring the quality of word cloud personalization through
the mean average precision metric. The metric provides a
more thorough evaluation of word clouds from a user’s
perspective as well as being sensitive to the weights of words.
Relevance is defined as:

Relevance(WCk ) = avgti ∈WCk TermRelevance(ti, U p )
where relevance for each term in the cloud is defined as:

TermRelevance(t , U p ) =

Tt ∩ Tretw
Tt

and Tt is a set of tweets containing term t and Tretw is a set of
retweeted tweets of user U during a certain time period (for
this work, a 1-week period is used).
However, this measure does not capture ordering differences of words within the cloud and considers each term as
a single query. The assumption that terms depicted in the
cloud are of equal importance is often invalid. We believe
that word weights and their order are important aspects of
word clouds where better ranked terms might be more
visible, that is, larger font size or better position. To address
this, we propose a methodology for the evaluation of personalized word clouds.
We consider a generated word cloud as a query which
should retrieve user-relevant tweets, that is, user retweets.
Therefore, a more personalized word cloud should link to
more relevant user tweets. To model and measure this, we
propose the following:
1. For given terms and corresponding weights of a word
cloud WCk, create a query vector QWCk with normalized
weights. Each entry of the query vector QWCk represents
the importance of a term from the word cloud WCk with
the normalized weight, that is, more important terms
from the word cloud are represented with higher weights.
2. Rank and retrieve top-k tweets matching a given query
QWCk .
3. Measure mean average precision where each retweeted
tweet is considered relevant.

Ranking of relevant tweets with respect to a given query
QWCk is computed with the standard information retrieval
function OKAPI BM25, which can be defined as:
1

http://sourceforge.net/projects/mleginus/files/personalizedclouds/

S (tw, QWCk ) =

∑

c(qi, QWCk ) ⋅ TF (qi, tw) ⋅ IDF (qi )

qi ∈QWCk ∩tw

(3)

where

TF (qi, tw) =

f (qi, tw) ⋅ (k1 + 1)
tw ⎞
⎛
f (qi, tw) + k1 ⋅ ⎜ 1 − b + b ⋅
⎝
avgtwl ⎟⎠

IDF (qi ) = log

N − n(qi ) + 0.5
n(qi ) + 0.5

and f(qi, tw) is a qi term frequency within a tweet tw, |tw| is
the length of a given tweet tw, avgtwl is average length of
tweet within the corpus, N is a total number of tweets in the
corpus, and n(qi) is the number of tweets that contain the
term qi. To capture the importance of a word from the generated word cloud, we multiply the whole relevance score
for a given term with the word cloud weight c(qi, QWCk ) for
the given term qi. The function c(qi, QWCk ) returns a weight
of the term qi from the query vector QWCk , which corresponds to the term weight from the word cloud WCk. We set
the following values for parameters k1 = 1.2 and b = 0.75.
We measured the average precision at K for the retrieved
top K list of ranked tweets with respect to the given word
cloud. Consequently, we measured the mean average precision for all generated word clouds. The average precision of
top K ranked tweets with respect to the word cloud is calculated as follows:

∑ (P(k ) ⋅ rel(k ))
)= k
K

AP@K (QWCk

# relevanttweets

where P(k) is the precision at k-th position in the ranked top
K list and rel(k) is 1 if the tweet at rank k is relevant, that is,
retweeted, otherwise rel(k) is 0 and #relevanttweets is the
number of retweeted tweets within the top K list. Mean
average precision (MAP) is defined as:

MAP@K =

∑Q

WCk

∈ AWCk AP@KQWCk
AWCk

where AWCk is the set of all generated word clouds and
AP@KQWCk is average precision for the given word cloud
QWCk . In this work, we measure MAP at 20 under the
assumption that it represents a reasonable cutoff for the
number of tweets that a user would likely retweet.
A significant advantage of this new measure over the
existing measure is that it is not only sensitive to terms that
are included in the word cloud, but also sensitive to the
weights of terms from the word cloud as this affects the
relevance scores of retrieved tweets (as shown in Formula
[3]). Therefore, a better word cloud is one where ranked
terms link to many user-relevant tweets.
Despite the aforementioned relevance limitations, we
also report relevance results of generated word clouds for
the following reasons. Leginus et al. (2013) position
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relevance as a meaningful measure of a tag cloud quality and
present relevance benefits over other tag cloud metrics such
as coverage or overlap. Further, we are interested in understanding whether the proposed measurement of mean
average precision correlates with relevance measure.

within user timeline tweets Utml, the method generates two
directed edges t1 → t2 and t2 → t1.
We set the following parameters for used graph-based
methods:
• Prior probabilities for NoPerPR are defined as

Tweets Preprocessing
Each tweet is preprocessed. Special nonalphabetical
characters expect that #, urls, user mentions @user, and stop
words are removed. The size of stop words is 6,052 words
and it includes different acronyms often used on social networks.2 We do not generate personalized word clouds for
those users where a ratio of non-English tweets during a
considered week was more than 10%.

1
for each
V

word ti ∈ W.
• Prior probabilities for PerPR are defined according to 3.4.
• A back probability β for NoPerPR and all variations of PerPR
algorithms is set to β = 0.85. Parameter for PRC is γ = 0.75.
For penalized postprocessing, we set α = 0.8. The impact of
parameter settings on the word cloud generation will be discussed in Implicit Feedback and Parameter Setting.

Personalized Word Clouds
Baseline Selection Techniques
We compare the performance of personalized word cloud
generation methods with the following algorithms proposed
in existing work:
Term frequency—inverse document frequency selection
(TF-IDF). The method proposed by Inouye and Kalita
(2011) is an adapted version of term frequency—inverse
document frequency weghting. Due to the short length of
tweets, standard term frequency for most of the terms is 1.
The authors suggest redefining a notion of document such
that more tweets are considered as one document for term
frequency calculations but inverse document frequency is
calculated the standard way, such that each tweet is treated
as a single document. This approach is able to differentiate
term frequencies in comparison with the standard term
frequency—inverse document frequency weighting. In this
evaluation, TF-IDF ranks each term ti from the timeline
tweets Utml according to Formula (1). All tweets from the
Utml are considered a single document when calculating term
frequencies. These values are sorted in descending order.
The top-k terms with the highest scores are selected for the
final word cloud.
Not-personalized PageRank (NoPerPR). This method was
originally proposed in Leginus et al. (2013) to estimate
tags relevance with respect to a certain query and it outperformed in terms of relevance several tag selection
approaches. The method estimates global terms importance
within the graph created from user timeline tweets without
personalization.
Parameters setting of graph-based techniques. We generate word cloud graphs from the extracted terms of user
timeline tweets Utml (similar to our previous work, Leginus
et al., 2013). Due to low co-occurrence of terms, we set
threshold α to 0. Thus, for each two terms that co-occur

2

http://www.noslang.com/search.php

The comparison of baseline techniques and personalized
graph-based methods is presented in Table 1. Baseline
methods TF-IDF and NoPerPR attain low mean average
precision as well as relevance. NoPerPR slightly outperforms TF-IDF, which corresponds with the findings from
Wu et al. (2010). When comparing baseline methods with
the two different variations of PerPR, it is obvious that
leveraging user past actions improves word cloud generation. The best personalized method attains almost five times
higher mean average precision and similar results are
attained when measuring relevance of generated word
clouds. Hence, this empirical result clearly answers question
R1 that personalized word clouds improve precision and
relevance of generated word clouds, which implies
improved retrieval of user relevant tweets from user timeline
tweets. Please note that the intention of this work is to find
out which ways are the most efficient when personalizing
word clouds. The initial comparison with nonpersonalized
state-of-the-art approaches is meant to illustrate an importance of personalization for users who are overloaded with
many tweets in their timelines.
Further, we analyze the impact of distinct user past
actions on the word cloud generation. The results prove that
both the user’s past tweets (written by the user) and the
user’s past retweets are useful for personalized word cloud
generation. We found that a user’s past retweets better characterize user preferences and interests. The explanation for
this is that users often publish tweets that are not indicative

TABLE 1. Mean average precision and relevance of TF-IDF,
nonpersonalized Pagerank (best baseline method), and two variations of
personalized PageRank algorithm leveraging different user past actions.
Method

TF-IDF
NoPerPR
PerPR (Utw)
PerPR (Uretw)

Mean average precision

Relevance

#10

#15

#20

#10

#15

#20

0.062
0.068
0.162
0.350

0.057
0.062
0.181
0.344

0.040
0.063
0.198
0.346

0.026
0.029
0.067
0.154

0.028
0.029
0.0628
0.136

0.028
0.029
0.06
0.127
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of their preferences. Naaman, Boase, and Lai (2010) report
that users often tweet about the following topics: Me Now

( 40%
of all tweets), for example, tired and upset, Presence
 ) (e.g., i am backk), or Statements and
maintenance ( 5%
 ) (e.g., the sky is blue in the winter
random thoughts ( 25%
here) which are clearly not very informative about user
preferences and interests. The naive approach of combining
user past published tweets and past retweets does not outperform personalization based on user past retweets. Thus,
the answer to the posed question R2 is that user past retweets
are more useful than user past tweets. The naive union of
user past tweets and user past retweets does not outperform
PerPR(Uretw).
Implicit Feedback and Parameter Settings
We showed that a user’s past retweets enhance personalized word cloud generation in comparison to the user past
published tweets. When a user retweets a certain tweet, he
has to first read it. The current user interface of Twitter
presents tweets from the user timeline in chronological
order. This allows us to assume that tweets presented before
or after a retweeted tweet had to be read by the user. Thus,
we assume that those read but not retweeted tweets are not
sufficiently relevant. We utilize this information to derive
user negative preferences and, consequently, improve personalized word cloud generation. In the following paragraphs we present the results obtained using such a negative
feedback strategy.
The results are presented in Table 2. Both proposed
methods for integration of negative feedback preranking
combination (PRE) and postranking combination (RC)
methods outperform the best PerPR (Uretw) method, which is
based only on positive user past actions, that is, user’s past
retweets. The best results are attained by the RC method,
which outperforms PerPR (Uretw) with improvements of
8.29% for 10 terms, 6.98% for 15, and 7.8% for 20 terms in
the cloud. The RC method outperforms PRE ranking by
4.41% for 10 terms, 0.82% for 15, and 3.9% for 20 terms in
the cloud. This suggests that combining the rankings generated by graph-based ranking is generally more effective
than combining the term weights first and then feeding the
term weights into the graph-based ranking algorithm (i.e.,
postranking combination works better than preranking
combination). One possible explanation of this is that the

graph-based ranking algorithm may have a “smoothing”
effect on the user’s feedback information and, thus, if the
negative feedback information is not reliable, it would not
directly affect the final ranking in the case of the postranking
combination as in the preranking combination.
Both methods are parameter-dependent and therefore we
also analyze the impact of these parameters on the quality of
word clouds. First, we present how a skipped tweet set
parameter (the number of tweets presented before and after a
given retweet) affects the overall mean average precision.
The parameter conditions of how many skipped tweets before
and after a given retweet are used as a source of user negative
preferences for both methods. For instance, if the parameter
is set to 40, we then select 40 tweets that occurred before and
after each user retweet. Union of the obtained skipped
tweets is then input to the proposed methods. This selection is
based on the assumption that tweets are presented to the end
user in chronological order as in the Twitter interface.
Figure 1 presents the relation between the parameter and
mean average precision when the generated word cloud contains 10 terms. Both methods improve mean average precision of generated word clouds as the number of considered
tweets increases. The best performance is attained with 40
tweets before and 40 tweets after a given retweet for the
generation of negative user preferences. As the parameter
size grows, the mean average precision slightly decreases.
However, the decreased mean average precision is still
slightly better than PerPR(Uretw). These results strongly
suggest that the negative feedback information is useful.
Further, both proposed methods have parameters to
control the extent to which the derived negative information
should be leveraged (i.e., γ and α). For the PRE method, we
found the best performance with γ = 0.75. For lower values
the performance decreased and with parameter values
lower than 0.25 the quality of word clouds is worse than

TABLE 2. Mean average precision and relevance improvements with
negative feedback (RC, ranking combination, PRC, preranking
combination).
Method

PerPR (Uretw)
RC (Uretw)
PRC (Uretw)

Mean average precision

Relevance

#10

#15

#20

#10

#15

#20

0.350
0.379
0.363

0.344
0.368
0.365

0.346
0.373
0.359

0.154
0.186
0.174

0.136
0.164
0.157

0.127
0.149
0.143

FIG. 1. Impact of skipped tweet set parameter on mean average precision.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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TABLE 3. Mean average precision improvements with RC method that
combines user past tweets, retweets, and skipped tweets altogether.
Method

Mean average precision

RC (Uretw)
RC (Uretw+tw)

FIG. 2. Word cloud
personalized methods.

examples

demonstrating

improvements

in

PerPR(Uretw). For the RC method, when α is set to smaller
values, penalization of terms biased towards derived negative preferences is more aggressive. The best results were
attained with α = 0.8. When decreasing the value of
parameter α the performance drop is smaller and still outperforms PerPR(Uretw). Once again, we see strong support
for the usefulness of negative feedback.
To better illustrate the positive impact of the personalized
word cloud generation, we present four different word clouds
generated for the same user on top of the same week user
timeline tweets (week 40 in 2011). Each word cloud is produced by different personalization methods except the first one.
The first word cloud depicted in Figure 2 is generated by the
NoPerPR method and it reflects the most important events of
week 40 in 2011, such as the death of Steve Jobs from Apple
and protests organized by the Occupy Wall Street movement.
The second word cloud is personalized leveraging user past
tweets. The user was involved in subjective discussions with
other Twitter users about different news, conflicts, and events in
the world. Thus, the generated word cloud contains many subjective terms such as good, bad, truth, question. Further, the
user expressed his/her opinion (before week 40) that the conflict between Israel and Palestine is similar to the problem of
apartheid in South Africa. Therefore, terms extracted from
tweets about the Israel and Palestine conflict and South African
apartheid are depicted in the cloud. The third cloud is personalized with respect to the user’s past retweets and it reflects user
interests in the conflict between Israel and Palestine as well as
curiosity about the Occupy Wall Street movement and their
protests. The word cloud still contains some general terms like
news, people, police which do not have high discriminative
value. The fourth word cloud generated by the RC method
combines user past retweets for personalization together with
the negative implicit feedback from skipped tweets. Obviously,
the approach helps to improve the quality of the word cloud by
replacing nondiscriminative terms with terms related to the
Wall Street movement protests such as #usdor, occupy, and
violence.
The findings show that a combination of positive feedback signals (retweeted tweets) and negative feedback
signals (possibly viewed but not retweeted tweets) is the
10
1030

#10

#15

#20

0.379
0.363

0.368
0.373

0.373
0.380

most effective strategy for feedback. We now examine
whether we can further improve performance by combining
such a comprehensive feedback strategy (positive plus negative) with the use of the tweets the user has written in the
past. To achieve this, we leverage the RC method and extend
it to the following form:

finalScore(ti ) = α ∗ I (ti | ppref ) − I (ti | pnegPref )
+ η ∗ I (ti | ptwPref )

(4)

where ptwPref represents a prior vector generated from user
past tweets, performed in the same way as described in the
Encoding User Information (section). The proposed method
slightly outperforms the best-performing method RC (Uretw)
for word clouds with 15 and 20 terms (see Table 3). The
parameter α is set to 0.8 and η to 0.3. This suggests that
combining all the user information, including both retweeting
behavior and the tweets written by the user, works the best.
Levels of Information Overload
To analyze how a number of tweets presented to a user in
the timeline influences word cloud generation, we performed a limited evaluation. We iteratively changed a
number of tweets presented in the timeline for a user per
week, that is, selecting different user week timelines with
approximately similar number of tweets as the defined
threshold (10 distinct timelines for each iteration). The
threshold defining a minimal number of tweets parameter
has been iteratively changed ranging between 100 to 1,000
with steps of 100. It is observed that word clouds generated
from 100 or 200 tweets timelines attain high levels of MAP
for nonpersonalized word cloud generation (0.76 for 100
tweets timelines and 0.38 for 200 tweets timelines).
However, the personalized algorithm (RC method) outperformed the nonpersonalized alternative, the relative
improvements were 16% and 34%, respectively, for 100 and
200 tweets timelines. The differences between standard and
personalized algorithms become much more obvious for
word clouds generated from 300 and more tweets timelines,
that is, the relative improvements of personalized word
cloud generation are almost threefold. When word clouds
are generated from more than 500 tweets a significant drop
of accuracy is observed for nonpersonalized version (MAP
levels below 0.15). Therefore, a personalized approach of
word cloud generation could be exploited when a user is
exploring and browsing more than 500 tweets at once, for
example, scenarios when a user logged in after a certain time
and more than 500 tweets were not yet seen by the user.
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Discussion
Several studies about personalized Twitter services exploit
“user retweet action” as a relevance indicator for evaluation
purposes (Chen et al., 2012; Uysal & Croft, 2011; Yan, Lapata,
& Li, 2012). The assumption that retweeted tweets are interesting and relevant for the user has been confirmed with small
user studies (Uysal & Croft, 2011; Yan et al., 2012). Conversely, Rout, Bontcheva, and Hepple (2013) point out that a
user’s retweet activity is not always a reliable indicator of
relevance. According to the performed user study, only 66% of
interesting tweets classified by evaluation participants were
retweeted by anyone at all. Frequently, Twitter users do not
retweet interesting tweets that are part of a personal communication thread, as it does not make sense to broadcast them to
users outside of the conversation scope. Thus, our evaluation
results may underestimate the actual utility of the generated
word cloud since some assumed nonrelevant tweets might actually be interesting to the user. A user evaluation should be
performed to further measure whether the personalized word
cloud generation enhances information access and limits information overload.
The measured levels of mean average precision are lower
than in standard information retrieval evaluations. This
lower accuracy might be caused by many meaningless
tweets matching user preferences. According to Analytics
(2009), 41% of tweets were categorized as pointless babble,
38% as conversational, 9% as pass along value, etc. Hence,
only a small number of tweets is considered relevant, which
naturally leads to lower levels of accuracy. This work attains
similar and greater accuracy than reported in the work of
Soboroff, Ounis, Lin, and Soboroff (2012), where several
state-of-the-art ranking and filtering algorithms were
exploited. When exploiting personalized word cloud generation, one should consider a filter bubble problem (Nguyen,
Hui, Harper, Terveen, & Konstan, 2014), that is, a state
when a user is exposed only to limited fragments of content
which prevents an exploration of content not matching user
views. A graph-based nature of personalized word cloud
generation provides a means to minimize the effect of filter
bubble. First, a parameter β can be tuned to define the extent
of personalization, that is, the parameter defines whether to
prefer user-related topics or globally important topics.
Second, several diversification algorithms (e.g., DivRank;
Mei, Guo, & Radev, 2010) were proposed to further diversify graph-based ranking that could be applied for diversification of personalized word cloud generation.
Future Work
In future work, we will focus on how to explore different
weighting techniques that will allow better leverage of user
past actions, for example, certain non-retweeted tweets
might be more relevant than others. Further, we would like
to extend the approach with nonlexical information to better
capture and propagate user preferences when generating
word clouds. We envision the following possible extensions
with different nonlexical information:

• Hashtags extension enlarges an original set of related relevant
tweets, that is, retweeted tweets. Hashtags mentioned in
retweeted tweets are exploited for retrieval of additional tweets
to enrich a user profile. The intuition is that tweets containing
a hashtag that was mentioned in a user retweet should be
related and relevant for the user. We found that with this naive
extension we can slightly improve MAP. For instance, when
extending RC (Uretw) with hashtags we attained the following
relative improvements: 3.2% for word clouds with 10 terms,
8.8% for 15 terms, and decreased performance for the clouds
with 20 terms. Limitation of hashtags extension is a sparse
mention of hashtags within tweets as well as many hashtags
that are widely popular and not very informative, for example,
#news, #breaking. Hence, more sophisticated methods should
be developed to detect only specific and relevant hashtags and
then exploit them for user profile enrichment.
• Recognized named entities extension is the same as
Hashtags extension except named recognized entities are
used instead of hashtags.
• Favorite followees extension filters favorite followees and
promotes salient terms from their tweets into a user profile.

Conclusion
We propose and evaluate a graph-based approach for
enhanced generation of personalized word clouds for Twitter
users. The proposed method outperforms baseline methods. We
propose a framework to effectively combine user past actions
such as user past tweets, user past retweets, and skipped tweets
by the user for improved word cloud generation. In addition, we
propose a new way to measure the quality of word clouds that
better reflects differences between generated word clouds than
relevance measure. The main findings of this study are: (a)
Personalized word cloud generation improves accuracy and
relevance and consequently enables easier retrieval of user relevant tweets; (b) User past retweets are more useful for a
personalized generation of word clouds than tweets published
by the user; and (c) Non-retweeted tweets when properly combined with user past retweets further enhance personalized
word cloud generation.
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